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these two books aimed at the teacher of
second languages have essentially the
same objectives to inform the practition-
er new or experienced about the methodo-
logical diversity that continues to
characterize the secondlanguagesecond teachinglanguage
field

larsenfreemanlarsen discussesfreeman eight different
methods the grammartranslationgrammar meth-
od

translation
the direct method the audiolingual

method the silent way suggestopedia
community language learning total
physical response and the communica-
tive approach all of these are also
discussed by richards and rodgers but
these authors add a few topics not covered
by larsen freeman

after providing a brief history of
language teaching richards and rodgers
discuss the nature of approaches and
methods in general in addition to the
methods listed above they treat the natural

approach krashen & terrell and the oral
approachsituationalApproach languageSituational teaching
a method developed and used primarily in

england

the format of both books is highly
structured in each of her chapters
larsenfreemanlarsen firstfreeman presents a brief
overview of the method under discussion
and then leads us into an idealized
classroom where we observe the method
in action next she takes the reader
through a series of observations about the
activities seen in the classroom and
extracts the underlying principles from
these subsequently the principles are
reviewed in question and answer format
and then the techniques employed in the
method under discussion are analyzed
each chapter ends with a summary
conclusion activities provided with each
unit give readers an opportunity to assess
their ability to implement the method

richards and rodgers follow a similar
approach their overview of the back-
ground of each method however is some-
what more extensive than larsen
freemansfreemanbFre asemans is their discussion of the
process which is structured as follows

under the heading approach the authors
analyze the theory of language and theory
of learning which underlie the particular
method

under design they discuss objectives
the syllabus types of learning and

audio lingual
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teaching activities learner roles teacher
roles and the role of instructional
materials

procedure includes descriptions of what
might actually go on in a classroom where
the method is being employed

like larsen freeman richards and
rodgers sum up each chapter with a con-
clusion both provide reading lists for fur-
ther study but the lists in richards
rodgers are more extensive

in general the larsenfreemanlarsen textfreeman is
easier to read assumes less prior
knowledge and because of the activities
provided is best suited for the beginning
secondlanguagesecond teacherlanguage the richards and
rodgers book would also serve the
beginner but should be a useful reference

for the more experienced practitioner as
well

in short while the titles differ the
content of the two texts does not both
are talking about approaches and methods
and both are discussing principles and
techniques the difference turns out to be
essentially one of style although as noted
above the richards and rodgers book is

somewhat more extensive both are
composed by very knowledgeable
secondlanguagesecond teachertrainersteacherlanguage andtrainers are
highly recommended by this reviewer the
choice of which one to obtain should
depend primarily on the professional
background of the reader
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